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Russia’s Perspectives on International Politics: 
A Comparison of Liberalist, Realist

and Geopolitical Paradigms*

SHIN Beom-Shik

The purpose of this article is to examine Russian perspectives on interna-
tional politics.  This study will focus on the following questions: What are the 
characteristics of the Russian understanding of major changes in international 
politics since the collapse of the Soviet Union; and, what are the implications 
of Russia’s perspectives on international politics for IR theory in the post-Cold 
War era? 

There are two approaches to analyzing Russia’s perception of internation-
al politics.  The first focuses on mapping foreign policy orientations in Russia 
and their influence on official Russian foreign policies.  The second analyzes 
elites’ and masses’ perceptions of the general dynamics of international politics 
rather than foreign policies. 

When we examine discussions on the orientations of Russian foreign poli-
cies, we discover a number of different schools.  Scholars adopt different cri-
teria for categorizing Russian foreign policy orientations.  This categorization 
ranges from two orientations (Westernism / Eurasianism),1 three (Liberalist or 
Atlanticist or Liberal internationalist / Pragmatic Nationalist or Eurasianist / 
Patriotic Nationalist or Derzhavniki),2 four (Pro-Westernist or Moderate Liber-
alist / Centrist or Moderate Conservatives / Neo Communist / the Extreme right 
Nationalist),3 to even five (Expansionists / Civilizationists / Stabilizers / Geo-

 * This wor�� was supported by the research grant funded by the University of Incheon inThis wor�� was supported by the research grant funded by the University of Incheon in 
2007.

 1 Alexander Rarl, ��Atlantistics’ versus �Eurasians’ in Russian �oreign Policies,��Alexander Rarl, ��Atlantistics’ versus �Eurasians’ in Russian �oreign Policies,�� RFE/RL Re-
search Report 1:22 (May 29, 1992), pp. 17–22. 

 2 Alex Pravda, �The Politics of �oreign Policy,�� in S. White, �. Gitelman, eds.,Alex Pravda, �The Politics of �oreign Policy,�� in S. White, �. Gitelman, eds., Developments 
in Russia and Post-Soviet Politics (Durham, NC: Du��e University Press, 1994), pp. 210–213; 
S. Neil Mc�arlane, �Russia, the West and European Security,�� Survival 35:3 (Autumn 1993), 
pp. 3–25; Heinz �immerman, �Russian �oreign Policy under Yeltsin: Priority for Integra-
tion into �Community of Civilized States’,�� Journal of Communist Studies 8 (December 1992), 
pp. 175–184; Heinz �immerman, �Vneshniaia politi��a Rossii: pois��i novoi identichnosti,��s��i novoi identichnosti,����i novoi identichnosti,�� 
Mirovaia ekonomika i mezhdunarodnye otnosheniia (hereafter MEiMO) 2 (1994), pp. 5–15.

 3 Alexei G. Arbatov, �Russia’s �oreign Policy Alternatives,��Alexei G. Arbatov, �Russia’s �oreign Policy Alternatives,�� International Security 18:2 (�all 
1993), pp. 9–14; Alexei G. Arbatov, �Russian �oreign Policy Thin��ing in Transition,�� in 
Vladimir Baranovs��y, ed., Russia and Europe: The Emerging Security Agenda (Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1997), Ch. 7; Lesze�� Buszyns��i, Russian Foreign Policy after the Cold War (West-
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economists / Westernizers according to geopolitical thin��ing in this case).4

These studies greatly contributed to delineating and distinguishing the 
�ideal types of foreign policy orientations�� in discussions of Russian foreign 
policies and to analyzing how such differentiations influenced Russian foreign 
policies.  They also contributed to identifying the ideological roots of Russian 
foreign policy thin��ing by revealing the struggles and competition among for-
eign policy groups in Russia.5 It is true, however, that most of the existing It is true, however, that most of the existingIt is true, however, that most of the existing 
studies on Russian foreign policy have concentrated mainly on identifying the 
uniqueness of Russian foreign policy in terms of actions and strategies rath-
er than extending the understanding of foreign policy orientations to that of 
Russia’s perspective on general international politics.  Yet analyzing foreign 
policies alone may not be sufficient to fully understand Russia’s perspectives 
on general international political dynamics.  In this regard we can question the 
relationship between foreign policy studies and IR studies. 

While there have been scholarly disputes on the mutual relationship be-
tween studies on foreign policies and international politics, the two are gener-
ally regarded as being separate.  The difference between them was especially 
confirmed by such scholars as Kenneth Waltz and generally accepted by other 
scholars of international politics.6 However, if studies of international politics However, if studies of international politicsHowever, if studies of international politics 
are compared to drawing a whole �forest,�� foreign policy analysis can be li��-
ened to describing �trees.�� In this respect, the two approaches can be regarded In this respect, the two approaches can be regarded In this respect, the two approaches can be regarded 
as being independent and complimentary. 

Theories on foreign policy mainly focus on various aspects and sources of 
a state’s behavior in the international arena, and thus have strength in explain-
ing the rational or irrational behavior of states, considering various wor��ing 
variables in the policy ma��ing process.  International political theories, on the 
other hand, focus on analyzing rational behaviors of a state with the strict as-
sumption of �rationality,�� adopting as small a number of variables as possible.  
That is why a state is regarded as a �unitary actor,�� with interactions among 
various interest groups in domestic politics put aside.  Accordingly, while the-

port: Praeger, 1996), Ch. 1 “Foreign Policy Values”; �. V. Kortunov,�. V. Kortunov,. V. Kortunov, Rossiia i zapad: modelizapad: modeliapad: modelimodeliodeli 
integratsii (RN� ROPTS Do��lad No. 6) (Moscow: Rossiis��ii nauchnyi fond, 1994); Andrei 
V. Kortunov, “The Northeast Asian Policy of Russia in the 21st Century,” presented at In-
ternational Conference co-hosted by The Korean Association of International Studies and 
The Institute for National Security Strategy (Seoul, June 9–10, 1997).

 4 Andrei P. Tsygan��ov, �Mastering Space in Eurasia: Russia’s Geopolitical Thin��ing afterAndrei P. Tsygan��ov, �Mastering Space in Eurasia: Russia’s Geopolitical Thin��ing after 
the Soviet Brea��-up,�� Communist and Post-Communist Studies 36 (2003), pp. 101–127.

 5 �or example, Andrei P. Tsygan��ov’s wor��s provide comprehensive explanations on Rus-�or example, Andrei P. Tsygan��ov’s wor��s provide comprehensive explanations on Rus-
sia’s diplomatic policy. Andrei P. Tsygan��ov, Russia’s Foreign Policy: Change and Continuity 
in National Identity (Lanham, New York: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 2006); Idem, 
Whose World Order? Russia’s Perception of American Ideas after the Cold War (Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 2004).

 6 Kenneth N. Waltz,Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979), 
pp. 121–122.
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ories on foreign policy present complex realities, theories of international poli-
tics offer a succinct description of national behaviors with limited variables.  
Therefore, the latter may provide a more macro-outloo�� on the performance of 
a state in the international arena than the former, and the former can provide a 
more detailed description of a state’s behavior than the latter.  These ��inds of 
complementarities should be ta��en into account in explaining a state’s perspec-
tives on international politics.

What is important to understanding Russian perceptions of international 
politics is to know, for example, the influence of external threats on Russian 
foreign policy and its self-image and perception of its prestige in the changing 
international environment.  The various orientations of Russian foreign policy 
must not be understood only as an outcome of domestic political divisions and 
pluralism, because they may also be a product of external threats and shifts in 
international politics and of a changing self-image toward the outside world 
through the politics of identity.7 Hence, it may be necessary to bring Russian Hence, it may be necessary to bring RussianHence, it may be necessary to bring Russian 
perception of international politics to the surface, because this perception lies 
behind phenomenal approaches to Russian foreign policy.  Bringing Russian 
perception of international politics to the surface means understanding ef-
forts to build international political theories in Russia.  Therefore, this theory 
building approach to Russian foreign behavior reveals a meaningful distinc-
tion absent from existing studies on Russian foreign policy.  It requires a clear 
distinction between international politics as �practice�� and as �perception.��  
Russia’s international politics as �practice�� is based on strategic intention and 
a judgment of capability that comes from recognition of its own identity, and it 
is expressed through its �foreign policies.��

Yet such a simple analysis of foreign policy can hardly encompass the 
whole essence of international politics that Russia accepts and projects.  Rather, 
along with the Russian �practice,�� an effort to understand international politics 
as �perception�� must be added.  Hence, the theory-building process of Russia’s 
behavior can provide a more comprehensive explanation of Russia’s foreign 
policies, combining the studies of Russian perspectives on international poli-
tics as practice and as perception complementarily.

�or this tas��, we need to understand the ways of thin��ing that Russians 
have historically developed to ponder over the world and Russia’s position 
in it.  The results of Russian scholars’ historical and philosophical thin��ing of 
Russia’s worldview and identity have accumulated under the term the �Rus-

 7 For domestic influence of Russia’s foreign policy, see: Neil �alcolm, Alex Pravda, RoyFor domestic influence of Russia’s foreign policy, see: Neil �alcolm, Alex Pravda, Roy 
Allison and Margot Light, Internal Factors in Russian Foreign Policy (Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1996). For studies on external influences on formation of Russia’s diplomatic 
policy, see: Bruce D. Porter, �Russia and Europe after the Cold War: The Interaction of 
Domestic and �oreign Policy,�� in Celester A. Wallander, ed., The Sources of Russian Foreign 
Policy after the Cold War (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1996).
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sian Idea,��8 and, in a sense, Russian history can be interpreted as the process of 
searching for the Russian Idea.  The most obvious attempts to catch the essence 
of �Russian Idea�� can be found in the wor��s of Russia’s prominent thin��ers 
and scholars such as P. Chaadaev, V. Odoevskii, I. Kireevskii, A. Khomiakov,ia��ov,a��ov, 
K. Aksakov, N. �anilevskii, A. �erzen, K. Leont’ev, F. �ostoevskii, V. Solo-akov, N. �anilevskii, A. �erzen, K. Leont’ev, F. �ostoevskii, V. Solo-kov, N. �anilevskii, A. �erzen, K. Leont’ev, F. �ostoevskii, V. Solo-
viev, E. Trubets��oi, P. Savits��ii, V. Il’in, N. Ale��seev, G. �lorovs��ii, P. Bitsilli, 
L. Karsavin, N. Berdiaev, S. Frank, N. �umilev and others.iaev, S. �ran��, N. Gumilev and others.aev, S. �ran��, N. Gumilev and others.9 Since the famous Since the famousSince the famous 
controversy between the �Slavophiles and Westernizers�� of the 1840s, three 
significant traditions of the way to think about Russia have formed: western-
izer-atlanticist group, slavophile-nationalist group, geopolitical-eurasianist 
group.  These traditions have continuous effects on the political process and 
foreign policy itself.

The scholars and political figures, who belong to the westernizer-atlan-
ticist tradition, argue that priority should be given to collaboration and even 
integration with the West and the international community.  These attitudes 
towards Russia’s place in the world and its internal arrangements are supple-
mented by a strong Western orientation in foreign policy.  They would not 
regard the West an adversary, but rather as a partner in the creation of a new 
world order.  According to their opinion, the West and Russia now have the 
same values – democracy, a mar��et economy, and human rights – and may 
soon be all threatened by migration, terrorism, Islamic fundamentalism, and 
even military aggression from the developing countries in the South.

The westernizer-atlanticist drive of the Gorbachev and Yeltsin periods 
has evo��ed an intellectual reaction similar to that of the Slavophiles in the late 
nineteenth century: an inquiry into the special character of Russia and into 
Russia’s distinct and special role in world history as a bridge between East and 
West; a concern about descending into the materialist void of Western culture; 
and doubts about the wisdom of relying on Western models or Western as-
sistance in the process of reconstructing Russia.  The reaction is characterized 
by a nationalist desire to recapture the greatness of Russia and a dissatisfaction 
with its secondary role in world affairs.  Notions of Russia’s pursuit of an in-
dependent role consistent with its great power heritage play a very significant 
role in this perspective.  This tradition is lin��ed to the realist thin��ing of Rus-

 8 On this idea, see: M. M. Maslin, ed.,On this idea, see: M. M. Maslin, ed.,M. M. Maslin, ed., Russkaia Ideia (Moscow: Respubli��a, 1992); RobinMoscow: Respubli��a, 1992); Robinoscow: Respubli��a, 1992); Robin Respubli��a, 1992); Robin 
Aizlewood, �The Return of the �Russian Idea’ in Publications, 1988–91,��lewood, �The Return of the �Russian Idea’ in Publications, 1988–91,��ewood, �The Return of the �Russian Idea’ in Publications, 1988–91,���The Return of the �Russian Idea’ in Publications, 1988–91,��The Return of the �Russian Idea’ in Publications, 1988–91,���Russian Idea’ in Publications, 1988–91,��Russian Idea’ in Publications, 1988–91,��’ in Publications, 1988–91,�� in Publications, 1988–91,��s, 1988–91,��, 1988–91,��–91,��91,���� Slavonic and Eastlavonic and East 
European Review 71:3 (1992), pp. 490–499; D. Schlapento��h, �The End of Russian Idea,��:3 (1992), pp. 490–499; D. Schlapento��h, �The End of Russian Idea,��3 (1992), pp. 490–499; D. Schlapento��h, �The End of Russian Idea,�� 490–499; D. Schlapento��h, �The End of Russian Idea,��490–499; D. Schlapento��h, �The End of Russian Idea,��–499; D. Schlapento��h, �The End of Russian Idea,��499; D. Schlapento��h, �The End of Russian Idea,���The End of Russian Idea,��The End of Russian Idea,��ea,��a,���� 
Studies in Soviet Thoughts 43 (1992), pp. 199�217; S. I. Kurginian, “Russkaia ideia, nat- 199�217; S. I. Kurginian, “Russkaia ideia, nat-199�217; S. I. Kurginian, “Russkaia ideia, nat-�217; S. I. Kurginian, “Russkaia ideia, nat-217; S. I. Kurginian, “Russkaia ideia, nat- I. Kurginian, “Russkaia ideia, nat-I. Kurginian, “Russkaia ideia, nat-ian, �Russ��aia ideia, nat-an, �Russ��aia ideia, nat-�Russ��aia ideia, nat-Russ��aia ideia, nat-ia ideia, nat-a ideia, nat-ideia, nat-deia, nat-ia, nat-a, nat-nat-at-
sionalism i fashism,�� in�� in in Kuda idet Rossiiaiaa (Moscow: Aspe��t Press, 1995), pp. 447–458; Timoscow: Aspe��t Press, 1995), pp. 447–458; Tim Aspe��t Press, 1995), pp. 447–458; Tim 447–458; Tim447–458; Tim–458; Tim458; Tim 
McDaniel, The Agony of Russian Idea (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996).Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996).Princeton University Press, 1996).

 9 On a short introduction of Russian intellectual history in the perspective of Russian Idea,On a short introduction of Russian intellectual history in the perspective of Russian Idea,intellectual history in the perspective of Russian Idea, history in the perspective of Russian Idea,perspective of Russian Idea, of Russian Idea, 
see: Beom-Shi�� Shin, Idei �Evraziistva�� i sovremennyi rossiiskii ideino-politicheskii protsess�Evraziistva�� i sovremennyi rossiiskii ideino-politicheskii protsessEvraziistva�� i sovremennyi rossiiskii ideino-politicheskii protsess�� i sovremennyi rossiiskii ideino-politicheskii protsess i sovremennyi rossiiskii ideino-politicheskii protsessi sovremennyi rossiiskii ideino-politicheskii protsess sovremennyi rossiiskii ideino-politicheskii protsess 
(Moscow: MGIMO, 1997), Ch. 1; Andrei P. Tsygan��ov, �Self and Other in Internationaloscow: MGIMO, 1997), Ch. 1; Andrei P. Tsygan��ov, �Self and Other in InternationalMGIMO, 1997), Ch. 1; Andrei P. Tsygan��ov, �Self and Other in International�Self and Other in InternationalSelf and Other in International 
Relations Theory: Learning from Russian Civilizational Debates,���� International Studies 
Review 10 (2008), pp. 765–772. 765–772.765–772.–772.772.
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sian foreign policy.  However, according to this perspective, Russia can be a 
reliable partner only if the West treats her as a great power holding a suitably 
privileged position.

Since Ni��olai Danilevs��ii, a strong tradition of geopolitical thin��ing has 
been at play in the formation of Russia’s perspectives on international politics 
and its foreign policy.  Notions of Russia’s mission which stem from its geopo-
litically intermediate position between the West and the East are the basis for 
this tradition.  However this tradition gained more and more resolute charac-
teristics and was lin��ed to the imperialist and isolationist thin��ing.  However, 
a more moderate and revised version of this Eurasian perspective had been 
forming in the circle of politicians and scholars in the controversies around 
the Russia’s foreign policies.  Those who subscribe to this point of view affirm 
Russia’s possibilities and need to balance between East and West as well as 
the desire to be a dominant great power in world politics as a result of its geo-
graphical position and mixed cultural heritage.

The three traditions of thought relating to Russia’s worldview and its 
identity offer the starting point for further study of Russian perspectives on 
international politics.  Currently, Russia is going through the difficult process 
of establishing its own perspective on international politics.  Thus, this article 
searches for the pattern of Russian perspectives in formation, in order to illu-
minate the Russian way of thin��ing on the nature of international politics in the 
post-Cold War era.  In addition, the implications of different perspectives for 
theory building in international politics will be examined.

Russian FoReign Policy and the Politics oF identity

Unique features of Russia’s perspectives on international politics as prac-
tice can be obtained quite clearly through the investigation of the debates on 
Russian foreign policy orientations. 

�irst, Russian foreign policy has been framed out of identity politics 
among different political factions under highly politicized conditions.10

Structural changes in international politics in the 1990s complicated in-
ternal reforms in Russia and the aggravation of socio-economic conditions due 
to the rapid reforms intensified conflicts between conservatives and progres-
sives in Russian domestic politics.  Unfortunately, the aspirations of Russian 
reformist elites to ma��e Russia strong could not reconcile with the conservative 
tendency the nation showed during the worsened economy in that period.  The 
disharmony at that time raised a serious question about �Who are we Rus-
sians?” This led to conflicting evaluations of Russian identity, which caused a This led to conflicting evaluations of Russian identity, which caused a This led to conflicting evaluations of Russian identity, which caused a 
fundamental shift in domestic sources for foreign policies.  This transformed 

 10 �or interpretation on the formation of Russia’s foreign policy as �politics of identity,�� see:�or interpretation on the formation of Russia’s foreign policy as �politics of identity,�� see: 
Peter Shearman, �The Sources of Russian Conduct: Understanding Russian �oreign Poli-
cy,�� Review of International Studies 27 (2001), pp. 249–263.
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Russia’s perspectives on international politics, which brought about changes 
in its foreign policy orientation.  The pro-Western liberalist foreign policy led 
by Andrei Kozyrev faced strong resistance from patriotic nationalists.  This 
patriotic nationalism was triggered by NATO’s expansionist policy externally 
and internally by Russian society’s conservative response to the liberal reform 
measures.

Evgenii Prima��ov, then the newly-appointed foreign minister, tried to re-ii Prima��ov, then the newly-appointed foreign minister, tried to re- Prima��ov, then the newly-appointed foreign minister, tried to re-
define and strengthen Russia’s national interest by shifting the foreign policy 
priority from the West toward the East.11 Such a foreign policy shift with its Such a foreign policy shift with itsSuch a foreign policy shift with its 
anti-Western tendency included strengthening the near-abroad policy, contin-
uous attempts to form a trilateral alliance with India and China, and a strategic 
partnership with China.  However, the policy turned out to be ineffective, put-
ting Russia on a journey of great controversy in search of a genuine identity 
and national interest.  With the end of �the Russian lost decade,�� V. Putin as 
the new leader of the twenty-first century took up the task of filling the wide 
gap between wishful thin��ing and grim reality in Russian foreign policy.  Rus-
sia under Vladimir Putin employed a pragmatic approach to redefine what to 
adopt or reject, while compromising with the reality of the situation.

This development in Russian foreign policy correlates with the pattern 
of controversy among the three forms of thought in defining the identity and 
national interest of Russia and its foreign policy orientations: West-oriented 
Liberalism, Pragmatic Statism, and Tradition-oriented Nationalism.  Each of 
these forms of thought proposed divergent Russian foreign policy lines, based 
on different diagnoses of Russian identity and its mission.  In the process of 
foreign policy formation and politics of identity in Russia, these schools have 
articulated quite successfully their own ways of thin��ing about Russian for-
eign behavior.  The debates among them also provide good windows to ob-
serve Russia’s perspective on international politics.  Conceptually, micro-level 
analysis of foreign policy and macro understanding of patterns of perspectives 
on international political dynamics are distinct, but the former renders some 
help in understanding the latter in reality. 

Second, in the process of its development, Russian foreign policy has 
gradually formed a compromising pattern of thin��ing about foreign behavior.  
We need to put forward more detailed dynamics of identity politics in the area 
of the ideologically oriented foreign policy disputes in Russia.

Russian diplomacy, after the collapse of the Soviet Union, has been trans-
formed according to the Kozyrev doctrine, the Primakov doctrine, and the Pu-
tin doctrine.  These epochal features are defined as “Americano-centrism,” the 
�Multi-polar Alternative,�� and �Integrationism�� by V. Ni��onov, or as �Liberal 

 11 A. Push��ov, �The Prima��ov Doctrine and a New European Order,��A. Push��ov, �The Prima��ov Doctrine and a New European Order,�� International Affairs (A 
Russian Journal of International Relations) 44:2 (Spring, 1998), pp. 1-13.
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Westernism,�� �Great Power Balancing,�� and �Great Power Pragmatism�� by A. 
Tsygan��ov.12

Pro-Western Liberalism played a major role in defining Russian foreign 
policy under the A. Kozyrev doctrine, adopted in the first term of President 
Yeltsin, which defines Russia’s identity as one of the agents in the West-/US-
centered system of liberal democracy and the mar��et economy.13 Significant SignificantSignificant 
challenges to this pro-Western foreign policy came not only from outside, or 
the expansion of NATO, but also from internal changes that brought more fun-
damental changes to Russian foreign policy.  This change should be under-
stood within the cultural and institutional context of Russian society, since this 
framewor�� determines the conceptualization of �national interest�� and/or the 
formulation of diplomatic and security policies.14 

A number of studies of official comments or mainstream discourses in 
Russia about NATO expansion show that Russian elites and people do not 
consider it a serious threat to Russia.  That means exogenous factors were not 
crucial to security concerns in Russia.  Rather, the NATO expansion was a re-
flection of Russian domestic politics related to matters of prestige, status, and 
identity.15 As pointed out in Alexander Wendt’s �The Agent-Structure Prob- As pointed out in Alexander Wendt’s �The Agent-Structure Prob-As pointed out in Alexander Wendt’s �The Agent-Structure Prob-
lem in International Relation Theory,�� the international factor – namely NATO 
expansion, had forced Russia to redefine its national identity with a changed 
perception of the outside world, which in turn led to a redefinition of national 

 12 V. A. Nikov, “Resursy i prioritety vneshnei politiki Rossiiskoi Federatsii,” �. V. Torku-V. A. Nikov, “Resursy i prioritety vneshnei politiki Rossiiskoi Federatsii,” �. V. Torku-�. V. Torku-. V. Tor��u-
nov et al., eds., Sovremennye mezhdunarodnye otnosheniia i mirovaia politika (�oscow: Pros-�oscow: Pros-oscow: Pros-
beshchenie, 2006), pp. 729–743; Tsygan��ov,, pp. 729–743; Tsygan��ov, pp. 729–743; Tsygan��ov,743; Tsygan��ov,43; Tsygan��ov, Russia’s Foreign Policy. 

 13 �or exemplary documents of Russia’s diplomatic policy, see: �Osnovy ��ontseptii vneshnei�or exemplary documents of Russia’s diplomatic policy, see: �Osnovy ��ontseptii vneshnei: �Osnovy ��ontseptii vneshnei �Osnovy ��ontseptii vneshnei 
politi��i Rossii�� (April 28, 1993).

  For discourses of A. Kozyrev, see: Andrei Kozyrev, “Russia Looks West,”For discourses of A. Kozyrev, see: Andrei Kozyrev, “Russia Looks West,” Moscow News 
39 (1991); A. Kozyrev, “Noboe myshlenie: K paritetu zdravogo smysla,” Novoe Vremia 
15 (1991); Andrei Kozyrev, “Rossiia v novom mire,” Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn’ 3–4 (1992); 
Andrei Kozyrev, “Russia: A Chance for Survival,” Foreign Affairs (Spring 1992); Andrei 
Kozyrev, “Russia and �uman Rights,” Slavic Review 51:2 (1992); Andrei Kozyrev, “The 
Lagging Partnership,�� Foreign Affairs 73:3 (1994); A. Kozyrev, Preobrazhenie (�oscow: �e-�oscow: �e-oscow: Me-
zhdunarodnye otnosheniia, 1995).

 14 For studies with a similar �uestion, see: �udith �oldstein, Robert O. Keohane,For studies with a similar �uestion, see: �udith �oldstein, Robert O. Keohane, Ideas and 
Foreign Policy: Beliefs, Institutions, and Political Change (Ithaca and London: Cornell Univer-
sity Press, 1993); Yosef Lapid, Friedrich Kratochwil, The Return of Culture and Identity in IR 
Theory (Boulder, London: Lynne Rinner Publisher, 1996); Peter �. Katzenstein, ed., The Cul-
ture of National Security: Norms and Identity in World Politics (New Yor��: Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 1996). Particularly, see a chapter in this volume by Robert G. Herman, �Identity, 
Norms, and National Security: The Soviet �oreign Policy Revolution and the End of Cold 
War�� (pp. 271-316). 

 15 Peter Shearman, �New Political Thin��ing Reassessed,��Peter Shearman, �New Political Thin��ing Reassessed,�� Review of International Studies 19:2 
(1993), pp. 139–159; Peter Shearman, �NATO Expansion and the Russian �uestion,�� inExpansion and the Russian �uestion,�� inxpansion and the Russian �uestion,�� in 
Robert G. Patman, ed., Security in a Post-Cold War World (NY: St. Martin’s Press Inc., 1999), 
pp. 157–180.
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interest.  This means changes in Russian foreign policy reflect shifts in its per-
spectives on international politics first.

Criticizing intensively Western-oriented values, the new elite group in 
Russia justified the altered Russian foreign policy line with a regressive reflec-
tion on Russian tradition.  The epistemic basis to support this �newly invented 
identity�� has been drawn from Russia’s tradition as a major power, its geo-
political positions as a continental power, pride in its unique culture, and its 
distinguished tradition of a socialist alternative to western capitalism.

The emergence of the Prima��ov doctrine could be understood within this 
context.16 The anti-Western orientations in foreign policy, called the Prima��ov The anti-Western orientations in foreign policy, called the Prima��ovThe anti-Western orientations in foreign policy, called the Prima��ov 
doctrine, were a serious attempt to restore Russia’s lost identity and prestige 
as an empire, and they implied a meaningful shift in diplomatic orientations 
see��ing for, at least rhetorically, a strong Russia.  Yet it failed to produce any 
substantial outcomes as well as major shifts in policies of western countries, 
because of the wide disparity between wishful thin��ing and the actual capabil-
ity of Russia.17 Its desired identity as a strong power, even though supported Its desired identity as a strong power, even though supportedIts desired identity as a strong power, even though supported 
domestically, was completely disregarded by the �Others,�� namely the West.  
Recognition by the �Others�� seemed possible only through a harmonious con-
cert of the West and Russia.  That is, wor��ing on an idea was one thing, and its 
application to real policy was another.  This limitation forced Russia’s foreign 
policy to consider another readjustment.

The Putin government released a series of official documents reflecting 
such diplomatic readjustments.18 The major shift of Russia’s perspective on The major shift of Russia’s perspective onThe major shift of Russia’s perspective on 
international politics can be found in these materials, indicating that the new 
strategies were based on realism and pragmatism.  Contrary to the �rhetorical�� 
Prima��ov doctrine, this pragmatic diplomacy set goals based on a realistic es-
timation of Russia’s capability.  The September 11 terrorist attac�� and the War 
on Terrorism provided Russia with timely opportunities to restore its damaged 
pride and status.  In other words, Moscow could improve its own image as a 

 16 �or the arguments on the Prima��ov doctrine, see: E. Prima��ov, �Mezhdunarodnye otnosh-�or the arguments on the Prima��ov doctrine, see: E. Prima��ov, �Mezhdunarodnye otnosh-
eniia na��anune ��I ve��a: problemy i perspe��tivy,��nune ��I ve��a: problemy i perspe��tivy,��une ��I ve��a: problemy i perspe��tivy,�� Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn’ 10 (1996); E. 
Prima��ov, �Rossiia v mirovoi politi��e,�� Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn’ 5 (1998); B. El’tsin, �Mesto 
i rol’ Rossii v period formiruiushchegosia mnogopoliarnogo mira,�� Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn’ 
6 (1998); Yevgeniy Prima��ov, Russian Crossroads: Toward the New Millenium (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2004).

 17 With regard to this change, see: Jeff T. Chec��el,With regard to this change, see: Jeff T. Chec��el, Ideas and International Political Change: So-
viet/Russian Behavior and the End of the Cold War (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997).

 18 For example, see: “Kontseptsiia natsional’noi bezopasnosti Rossiiskoi Federatsii” (�anuaryFor example, see: “Kontseptsiia natsional’noi bezopasnosti Rossiiskoi Federatsii” (�anuary 
10, 2000); “Voennaia doktrina Rossiskoi Federatsii” (April 21, 2000); “Kontseptsiia vnesh-
nei politi��i Rossis��oi �ederatsii�� (June 28, 2000). �or materials on the discourses of foreign 
policy elite group at that time, see: V. Putin, �Rossiia na rubezhe tysiacheletii,�� Nezavisi-
maia Gazeta (December 30, 1999); V. Putin, Zaiavlenie prezidenta RF (September 24, 2001); I. 
S. Ivanov, Vneshniaia politika Rossii i mir: Stat’i i vystupleniia (�oscow: ��I�O, 2001); I. S.�oscow: ��I�O, 2001); I. S.oscow: MGIMO, 2001); I. S. 
Ivanov, �Rossiia v miroboi politi��e,�� Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn’ 5 (2001).
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cooperative partner with the US on the matter of global terrorism, no longer 
a junior partner of the US under A. Kozyrev nor a rhetorical anti-American 
balancer under E. Prima��ov, and so promoted its enhanced status as a strong 
power.

Yet it seems as though Russian foreign policy under Putin is a compro-
mising one, for its perspective on international politics is to combine West-
ern-oriented liberalism and the tradition-oriented nationalism, depending on 
domestic and foreign conditions.  If external conditions are favorable to Russia 
to cooperate with the US and the West, its West-friendly image would mani-
fest, but if conditions change, a different image of Russia will be projected.19  

Although President Putin during his first term emphasized strengthening co-
operation with the West, stressing a European identity,20 this did not mean 
unconditional West-orientated foreign policy.  This compromising stance was 
confirmed in Putin’s second term, in a discourse that re-emphasized a multi-
polar world order and an obvious counterchec�� against the US unilateralism.  
This is characteristic of Russia’s policy toward Eurasia since 2005 and toward 
the West since 2007.21

Table 1. Types of Russian perspectives on International Politics Based on 
Foreign Policy Orientation
philosophical
world-view Atlanticism Realismealism Eurasianismurasianism

support 
group

West-oriented 
liberals Pragmatic statists statistsstatists Tradition-oriented 

nationalists

politician A. 
Kozyrev

M. 
Gorbachev

V. 
Putin

E. 
Prima��ov

G. 
�huganov

V. 
�hirinovs��y

foreign 
policy 

orientation
Globalism Pragmatic

Internationalism
Defensive

Internationalism Nationalism

attitude 
toward

the West
Cooperation

with the West
Great power
pragmatism

Great power
balancing

Isolation from the West /
Confrontation against 

the West
IP 

perspective
pattern

Convergence pattern

(interdependence)

==> Compromising �==ing �== �==
pattern

(influence & int’l prestige)

Divergence pattern

(derzhavnost’)

 19 I. �evelev, M. Troits��ii,I. �evelev, M. Troits��ii, �Semioti��a ameri��ans��o-rossiis��i��h otnoshenii,��s��o-rossiis��i��h otnoshenii,����o-rossiis��i��h otnoshenii,�� MEiMO 1 (2007), 
pp. 3–17.

 20 V. Putin, �Poslanie �ederal’nomu Sobraniiu Rossiis��oi �ederatsii�� (March 16, 2003).V. Putin, �Poslanie �ederal’nomu Sobraniiu Rossiis��oi �ederatsii�� (March 16, 2003). �Poslanie �ederal’nomu Sobraniiu Rossiis��oi �ederatsii�� (March 16, 2003).Poslanie �ederal’nomu Sobraniiu Rossiis��oi �ederatsii�� (March 16, 2003).’nomu Sobraniiu Rossiis��oi �ederatsii�� (March 16, 2003).nomu Sobraniiu Rossiis��oi �ederatsii�� (March 16, 2003).�� (March 16, 2003).2003).).
 21 �or documents that demonstrate the shifts in Russia foreign policy and perspective on�or documents that demonstrate the shifts in Russia foreign policy and perspective on 

international politics during Putin’s second term, see: �Sovmestnaia de��laratsiia Rossis-: �Sovmestnaia de��laratsiia Rossis- �Sovmestnaia de��laratsiia Rossis-
koi Federatsii i Kitaiskoi Narodnoi Respubliki o mezhdunarodnom poriadke v XXI veke” 
(July 1, 2005); �De��laratsiia glav gosudarstv – chlenov Shan��hais��oi organizatsii sotrud-
nichestva�� (July 5, 2005); �Sovremenyi mir i Rossiia,�� Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn’ 1–2 (2007), 
pp. 50–94. �or the recent changes of Russia’s relations with the West, see: Dmitri Trenin,: Dmitri Trenin,Dmitri Trenin, 
“Russia Redefines Itself and Its Relations with the West,” The Washington Quarterly (Spring 
2007).
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The characteristics of Russia’s perspectives on international politics, which 
can be obtained by reviewing the process of foreign policy debates and the 
politics of identity in Russia, can be summarized as in Table 1.  The results help 
us to understand the domestic roots of Russia’s perspectives on international 
politics.  If we examine the evolution of Russian foreign policy perspectives, 
the convergent perspective, based upon a liberalist approach, was dominant 
in the early age of reform, and a compromising perspective was formed after 
dialectic interactions with a divergent perspective, based upon conservative 
traditionalism.

As a result, the Russian perspective on international politics was con-
structed with fluctuations in the process of dramatic shifts in the post-Cold 
War era in both international and domestic politics.  It is now in the process 
of balancing between a new liberalist perspective and a revived traditionalist 
perspective, in order to reach a compromise of its Sonderweg with general, 
dominant rules in international politics.  In this regard the opportunistic char-
acter of the Russian compromising way of thin��ing on international politics 
can be understood as a result of the stabilization of its realistic foreign policy 
orientation.  Russia’s compromising character seems to share similarities with 
the realism paradigm, a dominant IR theory in the West.

Russian PeRcePtion oF the changes oF inteRnational oRdeR

As seen above, our observation of Russian perspectives on internation-
al politics as a basis of Russian foreign policy, shaped through the process of 
see��ing its own identity, provides a useful groundwor�� for a more systematic 
analysis of Russia’s perception of the international order.  There have been 
many attempts to understand this perception of international politics by go-
ing beyond the analysis of Russian international politics as �practice.��22 Some SomeSome 
scholars li��e E. Poznia��ov have tried to tap any possibility to establish Russian 
perspectives on international politics, ac��nowledging the impossibility of uni-
versal international political theories.23 

Recently, some Russian scholars of international politics have been ma��-
ing diverse attempts to theorize Russian international political perspectives.24  

 22 �or international political study within Russia, see: I. G. Tiulin, �Novye tendentsii v rossis-�or international political study within Russia, see: I. G. Tiulin, �Novye tendentsii v rossis-: I. G. Tiulin, �Novye tendentsii v rossis- I. G. Tiulin, �Novye tendentsii v rossis-
��i��h isseledovaniia��h mezhdunarodny��h otnoshenii,�� Tor��unov, Sovremennye mezhdun-
arodnye otnosheniia, pp. 48–65; Andrei P. Tsygan��ov and Pavel A. Tsygan��ov, eds., New 
Directions in Russian International Studies: a special issue of Communist and Post-Communist 
Studies 36:1 (2004).

 23 He has been writing on this issue since the 1980s. �or his important wor��s, see: E. A. Poz-He has been writing on this issue since the 1980s. �or his important wor��s, see: E. A. Poz-
nia��ov, Filosofiia politiki (�oscow, 1994). For an attempt to organize the Russian perspec-
tive on international politics from the Eurasian geopolitical viewpoint, see: A. G. Dugin,: A. G. Dugin, A. G. Dugin, 
Osnovy geopolitiki: Geopoliticheskoe budushchee Rossii (Moscow, 2000).

 24 �or study focusing on general theory of international politics, see: A. P. Tsygan��ov,�or study focusing on general theory of international politics, see: A. P. Tsygan��ov, Teoriia 
mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii (�oscow: �ardarinki, 2003); A. �. Bogaturov, A. �. Kosola-�oscow: �ardarinki, 2003); A. �. Bogaturov, A. �. Kosola-oscow: �ardarinki, 2003); A. �. Bogaturov, A. �. Kosola-
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Despite ideological differences among these studies, they attempted to system-
atize implications of Russian foreign policy disputes for international studies 
by going beyond analyzing actions and strategies of Russian foreign behavior.  
Such an attempt resulted in highlighting the importance of the problem of Rus-
sian perception of the international order and the issue of Russian identity in 
explaining the Russian perspective on international politics.  The main issue, 
on which we concentrate here, is a matter of �international or world order.��  
How do Russian scholars ac��nowledge the changes, challenges and opportuni-
ties of a newly formulating world order in the post-Cold War era?25 

Russian Scholars’ Analysis of Post-Cold War International/World Politics
One of famous Russian mezhudunarodniki (IR specialists), A. Salmin, who 

tries to analyze modern and contemporary international changes, explains 
the transformation of international order since the World War II, the so called 
�Yalta system,�� by dividing it into four phases.26 He distinguishes the world He distinguishes the worldHe distinguishes the world 
of empires-winners in 1945–1950; the bipolar world in the 1950s that did not 
last long; the wea��ening bipolarity during the late 1950s to the mid 1980s; and 
the major shift of Perestroi��a and the collapse of the USSR as could be seen 
from the mid-1980s.  Especially, he regarded the fourth period of changes as a 
period of see��ing a new world order from a new institutional and neo-liberal 
perspective.27

Generally, the shift of an international order from one to a new one ac-
companies a major war or revolution.  Although the collapse of the Yalta sys-
tem was peaceful, contrary to the general discussion, it also involved common 
symptoms of a shift in the international order: a large-extent of geopolitical 

nov and A. �. Khrustalev, Ocherki teorii i politicheskogo analiza mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii 
(�oscow, 2002); �. �. Lebedeba, Mirovaia politika (Moscow, 2003). �or study expressing an 
interest in theoretical development of international politics in Russia, see: A. P. Tsygan��ov, 
ed., Teoriia mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii. Khrestomatiia (�oscow: �ardariki, 2003); A. P. Tsy-�oscow: �ardariki, 2003); A. P. Tsy-oscow: Gardari��i, 2003); A. P. Tsy-
gan��ov �Vneshniaia politika Rossii: 1991–2000, ch. 1,�� 1,��1,�� Pro et Contra 6:1–2 (2001); S. A. Pan-
arin, Iskusheniia globalizmom (�oscow: EKS�O, 2003); �mitri Trenin, The End of Eurasia: 
Russia on the Border between Geopolitics and Globalization (Moscow: Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, 2001).

 25 Prior to this argument, I want to distinguish the usage of international order and worldPrior to this argument, I want to distinguish the usage of international order and world 
order. Russian scholars use the term �world order�� more often than the term �international 
order,�� for they are getting used to a global strategic thin��ing since the Communist system.ting used to a global strategic thin��ing since the Communist system.ing used to a global strategic thin��ing since the Communist system. 
But recently they have begun to use these terms differently; �international order�� describes 
those who emphasize nationalist or realist thin��ing, and �world order�� describes thoseasize nationalist or realist thin��ing, and �world order�� describes thosesize nationalist or realist thin��ing, and �world order�� describes thoseor realist thin��ing, and �world order�� describes thosethin��ing, and �world order�� describes those 
who emphasize global unity. This issue of terms reveals the difference of recognition onhasize global unity. This issue of terms reveals the difference of recognition onasize global unity. This issue of terms reveals the difference of recognition on 
international politics.

 26 M.A.Salmin,�Dezintegratsiiabipoliarnogomira iperspe��tivynovogomirovogoporiad��a,��M. A. Salmin, �Dezintegratsiiabipoliarnogomira iperspe��tivynovogomirovogoporiad��a,���Dezintegratsiiabipoliarnogomira iperspe��tivynovogomirovogoporiad��a,��Dezintegratsiia bipoliarnogo mira i perspe��tivy novogo mirovogo poriad��a,���� 
Polis 4 (1993), pp. 6-14; M. A. Salmin, �Rossiia, Evropa i novyi mirovoi poriado��,�� (1993), pp. 6-14; M. A. Salmin, �Rossiia, Evropa i novyi mirovoi poriado��,��, pp. 6-14; M. A. Salmin, �Rossiia, Evropa i novyi mirovoi poriado��,��M. A. Salmin, �Rossiia, Evropa i novyi mirovoi poriado��,���Rossiia, Evropa i novyi mirovoi poriado��,��Rossiia, Evropa i novyi mirovoi poriado��,���� Polis 2 
(1999), pp. 10-31., pp. 10-31..

 27 Salmin, �Rossiia, Evropa,�� p. 17.Salmin, �Rossiia, Evropa,�� p. 17.
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change; temporary disorientation that affected both winners and losers due 
to the loss of the competitor; reorganization of powers, coalitions and allianc-
es; increased regional conflicts; regime changes, and the advent of new states.  
This instability stimulated a more comprehensive shift in the domestic politics 
of each nation to include the rise of political extremism and offensive national-
ism, religious intolerance, increased tensions in racial and religious disputes, 
and increased immigration.

With these symptoms of a transition period, the most important feature 
of the change in post-Cold War international politics came from the disputes 
over the �legitimacy of humanitarian intervention�� and �illegality of authori-
tarian regime.�� In particular, there is a sharp controversy among UN, US, and In particular, there is a sharp controversy among UN, US, andIn particular, there is a sharp controversy among UN, US, and 
other major powers on such vital issues as humanitarian intervention in the 
dissolution of the Yugoslav federation, a reparatory attac�� on terrorism, pre-
emptive stri��es and so on, which leads to an altered framewor�� of alliance or 
cooperation on a global level.  These issues of humanitarian intervention and 
the illegality of authoritarian regimes are considered by many Russian scholars 
as significant factors that affect the major powers’ activities in current inter-
national politics, although they cannot be fully accepted from a viewpoint of 
international law, because of their violation of the principle of sovereignty.28

Yet A. P. Tsygan��ov considers the current unstable international system 
to be a good opportunity to promote the progress of international order.  The 
biggest challenge in this era of change comes from the enhanced recognition 
of the indivisible unity of the world,29 and the biggest problem is the absence 
of an alternative world order to deal with the current international disorder.  
A new world order should be founded and realized over or beyond the exist-
ing international order, which is the main challenge of international politics in 
transition today.

Another feature of international studies by Russian scholars in the post-
Cold War era can be found in the expectation of a new cooperative and inte-
grative world order.  There have been continuous discussions among Russian 
scholars on the new modeling of the international order, which could materi-
alize global integrity in the transitional period of international order since the 
collapse of the Soviet Union.  It seems that most of the Soviet/Russian scholars 
expect international law and international organizations to play a central role 
in formation of a new international order.  Scholars such as Grigorii Sha��h-ii Sha��h- Sha��h-
nazarov showed such a great interest in the role of international organizations 
such as the UN to the point that he considered the UN as a prototype of world 
government in the future.30

 28 A. D. Bogaturov, �Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��,�� Tor��unov,A. D. Bogaturov, �Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��,�� Tor��unov, Sovremennye 
mezhdunarodnye otnosheniia, pp. 77–82.

 29 Tsygan��ov,Tsygan��ov, Teoriia mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii, pp. 483–484.484.4.
 30 �. Kh. Shakhnazarov, “�irovoe soobshchestvo upravliaemo,”�. Kh. Shakhnazarov, “�irovoe soobshchestvo upravliaemo,” Izvestiia (January 15, 1988).
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Another discussion on an alternative world order within Russia might be 
drawn from observations on the developments of regional integration.  E. Poz-
nia��ov and I. Shadrina, for instance, proposed that regional communities couldia��ov and I. Shadrina, for instance, proposed that regional communities coulda��ov and I. Shadrina, for instance, proposed that regional communities could 
be a basic unit to organize a confederation of states in the future.31 Yet neither Yet neitherYet neither 
the world itself nor the nations in it were prepared to meet the expectations for 
the development of a �global confederation of nation-states or regional com-
munities�� or �world government.��

More realistic arguments can be found, besides these improbable pros-
pects, from the idea of a �general world committee.�� The western scholar- The western scholar-The western scholar-
ly group argues that the US, Japan, the EU and the USSR, or other regional 
powers could formulate a polycentric administrative structure based on their 
collective leadership.  If China were to be included after solving its domestic 
problems of politics and democratization, it would be possible to organize a 
�general world committee.��32 Although many scholars agreed with this possi- Although many scholars agreed with this possi-Although many scholars agreed with this possi-
bility, A. Bovin retorted that nation-states, searching to maximize their egoistic 
national interests, are unli��ely to submit their sovereignty to the delegation of 
international society.33 

In Search of a New World Order
These various expectations for a �New World Order�� became wea��ened 

with the decline of Russian influence after collapse of the Soviet Union and 
the rise of the US as a sole super power.  Among US scholars there was a seri-
ous academic division regarding the next world order.  Academics divided 
between optimists encouraged by the triumph of liberal democracy on a global 
scale and pessimists stimulated by the eruption of chaos and anarchy with a 
new type of clash based upon differences in culture, religion and civilization.  
Such positional differences can be seen among Russian Scholars as well.

N. �agladin, ta��ing an optimistic view, admitted Russia had become a 
cooperative actor for a stable world order, sharing values with the West, and 
pointed out that the anti-Western elite group in Russia interrupted this global 
cooperation for the future of international order.34

On the contrary, many scholars suspect that the West maintains a geopo-
litical strategy to weaken Russia and enhance its influence by weakening the 
UN and expanding NATO.  G. Diligens��iy, for instance, expressed a negative 

 31 A. E. Poznia��ov, P. I. Shadrina, �O gumanizatsii i demo��ratizatsii mezhdunarodny��h ot-A. E. Poznia��ov, P. I. Shadrina, �O gumanizatsii i demo��ratizatsii mezhdunarodny��h ot-
noshenii,�� MEiMO 4 (1989), pp. 18-30.

 32 �or related discussion, see: Lucian W. Pye, �China: Erratic State, �rustrated Society,�� For-
eign Affairs 69:4 (�all 1990), pp. 56-74; Dan��wart A. Rustow, �Democracy: A Global Revolu-
tion?,�� Foreign Affairs 69:4 (�all 1990), pp. 75-91.

 33 A. E. Bovin, �Mirovoe soobshchestvo i mirovoe pravitel’stvo,��A. E. Bovin, �Mirovoe soobshchestvo i mirovoe pravitel’stvo,�� Izvestiia (�ebruary 1, 1988).
 34 N. V. �agladin, �Novyi mirovoi bezporiado�� i vneshniaia politi��a Rossii,��N. V. �agladin, �Novyi mirovoi bezporiado�� i vneshniaia politi��a Rossii,���Novyi mirovoi bezporiado�� i vneshniaia politi��a Rossii,��Novyi mirovoi bezporiado�� i vneshniaia politi��a Rossii,���� MEiMOEiMOiMO 1 

(2000), pp. 23–24. 23–24.23–24.–24.4..
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opinion about the possibility of establishing a democratic order on a global 
level and the growth of civil society across the world, as western scholars ex-
pect.35 Their concern is in particular about the expansion of western culture. Their concern is in particular about the expansion of western culture.Their concern is in particular about the expansion of western culture.  
Strong criticisms were raised about the imperialistic strategy and cultural ex-
pansionism of the West, especially the US.  They contend that such a strategy is 
inadequate to meet the demands of the era in search for a new world order.36

The division of opinions between new world order-see��ing globalists 
and traditional international order-supporting realists is also reflected in Rus-
sian perspectives on international politics.  Not all these arguments, however, 
recommend Russia’s path to anti-Westernism.  Rather, many scholars oppose 
the confrontation with the West based upon anti-Western values, arguing that 
Russia has shared common values with the West over a long period of interac-
tion.  They also emphasize preserving Russian values and interests in time of 
incorporation into the world economy and maintaining cooperation with the 
West.37 The moderate or compromising character of Russia’s perspective on The moderate or compromising character of Russia’s perspective on 
international politics is functioning here again.

Analysis and the Future of International/World Order
With regards to the future of the international or world order, many Rus-

sian scholars ta��e a negative view of the unilateral global leadership of the US, 
despite its dominance on military, economic, political and cultural soft power.  
�orecasts for the future of the international order vary according to their per-
spectives on international politics as shown below.

�irst, based on the liberalist paradigm, it is argued that the degree of insti-
tutionalization of international structures can be a crucial barometer to foretell 
the future of the new world order.

Concerning the feasibility of a global governance center as a future pro-
totype of world government, Mar�� A. Khrustalev argues that the cooperation 
structure of the G7 can ta��e the role of global governance center, which rec-
ognizes the fact that the international order is formulated and developed on 
the basis of the values and civilization of the West.  Yet, it is true that the pre-
dictions on global governance center formation have begun to lose influence 
because of internal conflicts within the �7 structure.38 Disputes between the Disputes between theDisputes between the 
US and European countries can arise at any time within the current G7, and 

 35 �. �. �iligenskii, “�emokratiia na rubezhe tysiacheletii,” K.�. Kholodkovskii, ed., 
Politicheskie instituty na rubezhe tysiacheletii XX-XXI vv. (Dubna: �eni��s+, 2001), pp. 27-44.

 36 V. V. Lapkin, “Universal’naia tsivilizatsiia: Bolezn’ rosta i ee simptomy,” Kholodkovskii,V. V. Lapkin, “Universal’naia tsivilizatsiia: Bolezn’ rosta i ee simptomy,” Kholodkovskii,Kholodkovskii, 
ed., Politicheskie instituty, pp. 13-26..

 37 O. T. Bogomolov, �Vyzov mirovomu poriad��u. E��onomiches��aia globalizatsiia ne reshaetO. T. Bogomolov, �Vyzov mirovomu poriad��u. E��onomiches��aia globalizatsiia ne reshaet 
mezhgosudarstvenny��h i sotsial’ny��h problem chelovechestva,��m chelovechestva,�� chelovechestva,�� Nezavisimaia Gazata (Ja-
nuary 27, 2000).

 38 �. A. Khrustalev, “Evoliutsiia sistemy mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii i osobennosti ee sov-�. A. Khrustalev, “Evoliutsiia sistemy mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii i osobennosti ee sov-
remennogo etapa,�� Kosmopolis-Al’manakh (1999), pp. 46-58.
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moreover, a Russia-added G8 would be more fragile than ever before.  �Two 
Europes,�� stitched within the G8 structure, contains the dual possibility of mu-
tual cooperation and mutual confrontation.  It is generally agreed, however, 
that the G8 structure can provide global leadership as a center of the �New 
World Order,�� if common interests could be found between the two Europes 
– EU and Russia.

According to N. �agladin, international anarchy can be overcome by 
the formation of a �new unitary space�� that promotes integrating tendencies 
through interaction among various international actors.39 This is in line with This is in line withThis is in line with 
the position that a new space for production and capital flow, emerging from 
regional community (eg. EU, NA�TA) formation and TNC activities, could 
promote the unity of the world order.  Such an optimistic stance on the stabi-
lization of international or global order through reinforced global governance 
is gaining more and more support within Russia, as well as in the West.  Yet 
most of them support this with caution because of the difficulty in constructing 
a fairly functioning governance structure.  �or this reason, it has also been ar-
gued that in order to establish a fair global governance structure, it is necessary 
for the world order to achieve a sustainable democratic constitutionality, and it 
especially requires efforts to establish global civil society.40

The main point of this global order issue involves a debate on globaliza-
tion.41 With the end of the Cold War, a global transition began to occur under With the end of the Cold War, a global transition began to occur underWith the end of the Cold War, a global transition began to occur under 
the US initiative, to shape common rules around international trade and finance 
with the motive of �globalization.�� The attempt of the US Superpower to cre- The attempt of the US Superpower to cre-The attempt of the US Superpower to cre-
ate a unitary world faced several challenges, which included destabilization 
of the Weapon of Mass Destruction control system, the limitations of spread-
ing the American standard of democracy, difficulties in establishing universal 
norms of a world market economy, increased cultural and racial conflicts, the 
rise of China, challenges from the Islamic world, and the uncertainty of multi-
lateral governance building.  �acing these challenges, the US, for most Russian 
scholars, has reached its limit in capability as the hegemonic power to ta��e a 
leading role in establishing a world order without the assistance of other ma-
jor powers.  The US’s attempt to form a new global order declined during the 
Bush administration, especially after September 11.  The US switched its policy 
toward a unilateralism-based orientation.  One Russian scholar said, �the US 
has ceased globalization,�� pointing out the change in US attitude.42

In sum, scholars under the influence of the liberalist paradigm keep their 
eyes on the development process of global society standing on economic inter-

 39 �agladin, �Novyi mirovoi bezporiado��,�� pp. 23–24.�agladin, �Novyi mirovoi bezporiado��,�� pp. 23–24.
 40 N. A. Kosolanov, “Kontury novogo miroporiadka,”N. A. Kosolanov, “Kontury novogo miroporiadka,” Postindustrial’nyi mir: tsentr, periferiia, 

Rossiia, Sb. 1: Obshchie problemy postindustrial’noi epokhi (Moscow, 1999).
 41 V. B. Kuvaldin, “�lobalizatsiia i novyi miroporiiadok,” Torkunov,V. B. Kuvaldin, “�lobalizatsiia i novyi miroporiiadok,” Torkunov, Sovremennye mezhduha-

podnye otnosheniia, pp. 89-105.
 42 Author’s interview with Nikolai Kosolapov, �irector of the department of research onAuthor’s interview with Nikolai Kosolapov, �irector of the department of research on 

international political issues at IMEMO on December 19, 2006.
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dependence and democratic rules, emphasizing the importance of broadening 
the recognition scope toward the whole world beyond exclusive nationalism.  
They argue for Russia’s participation in efforts to form and strengthen this new 
world order.

Meanwhile, scholars of the realist paradigm utilize concepts li��e the struc-
ture of polarity and configuration of political powers in international politics to 
forecast the future international order, ac��nowledging the existence of hierar-
chy in an international order that has survived all the waves of globalization in 
the post-Cold War era.

Scholars such as S. Rogov or K. Sorokin support the multi-polarity argu-
ment that was firmly shaped in Russia during the 1990s.  They assert that a 
��ind of multi-polar order, with several co-existing poles of power, such as the 
US, EU, China, and Russia, is forming today following the end of the bipolar 
structure.43 According to them, interactions among these powers determine According to them, interactions among these powers determine 
and shape the multi-polar structure of power configuration in the contempo-
rary world.  The principles of states’ behavior under the structure of a multi-
polar international order would be similar to those of the European concert 
system in the nineteenth century.  This Russian perspective one international 
order is well reflected in the “�eclaration on multi-polar world and formation 
of new international order�� that Russia and China announced in 1997 and 2005 
(see fn. 21).

What ��ind of actors would constitute poles in the multi-polar world, ac-
cording to Russian realist views?  Regarding multi-polarity in international 
politics, Russian scholars indicate there should be an agreement on the prin-
ciples of a universal world order at least among the world’s major powers, 
represented by the US, EU, Russia, and China.  These major poles are regarded 
as formed by major states that have the intentions and capability to be inde-
pendent centers of power in the post-Cold War world.  This shows that Russia 
expects and hopes to be a major pole in the world order, at least from the state-
ments produced by some Russian scholars. 

There exist criticisms as well, however, that this multi-polar structure 
cannot properly reflect the reality of the US’s dominance in international poli-
tics.  It implies an acceptance of the US’s status as the super power, as well as 
its global leadership.  Yet most Russian scholars thin�� that the US cannot deter-
mine all aspects of the international order. 

�acing this criticism, some Russian scholars propose a pluralistic unipo-
larity that combines multi-polar traits with unipolarity.  According to this ar-
gument, the world of bro��en bipolarity cannot be managed solely by the US, so 
the US should build up its leadership based on cooperation with alliances li��e 
the G7, which is estimated to have enough power to mitigate US ambition, al-

 43 S. M. Rogov, �Rossiia i SShA v mnogopoliarnom mire,��S. M. Rogov, �Rossiia i SShA v mnogopoliarnom mire,�� SSHA:EPI 10 (1992); K. E. Sorokin, 
Geopolitika sovremennosti i geostrategiia dlia Rossii (Moscow, 1996)..
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though it cannot be a match for US military power.44 Another view in Russia is Another view in Russia isAnother view in Russia is 
to describe this tendency by the similar but different terms �global democratic 
world�� or global �Pax Democratica.��45 This position emphasizes the role of col- This position emphasizes the role of col-This position emphasizes the role of col-
lective leadership in the international order, entrusted by a global democratic 
society, regarding the central axis of international order as representative na-
tions of a democratic world.  These terms such as �global democratic world�� 
or global �Pax Democratica,�� emerged together with Putin in Russia, gradually 
replacing the use of the term, �multipolar unipolarity.�� It could be said that It could be said thatIt could be said that 
through the use of such new terms, Russian scholars demonstrate the changes 
in Russian perceptions of international politics.  That means the arguments 
have become more vocal that the US is facing limits in applying its power in 
international affairs, while Russia and China have restored or gained power 
in countering the US, and the EU is gradually enhancing its own independent 
voice and influence.

One of the most worrisome factors in this ��ind of realist argument about 
international collective leadership would be the issue of China.  The formation 
of an international collective leadership led by the US is settled as a de facto 
reality of international politics, but is de jure rejected by China.  Even though 
China is rising as a major pole of international order, based on rapid economic 
growth and military influence in the region, it has not been accepted within the 
structure of international collective leadership.  Rather, Russian scholars con-
sider China to be maintaining the position of chec��s and opposition against the 
US-led formation of a world order and to be inviting Russia to cooperate with 
the Chinese position.  It is true that Russia does not fully agree with the US’s 
initiatives.  Russia’s strategic concern plays a factor here.  How Russia, as one 
of the G8 member states, could harmonize its position as a member of an inter-
national collective leadership and its relations with China as a newly emerging 
pole would be one of the ��ey questions for the future of international order.46

After all, some Russian realists also display opinions close to a structure 
of moderate or compromising way of thin��ing.  According to Russian realists, 
there are two streams in international order: on the one hand, unilateral glo-
balization or hegemonization based on unilateral American norms with less 
support of international society, and on the other hand, the attempt to shape 
a multi-polar world order resisting the US’s unilateralism and ac��nowledging 
the world from a perspective of diversity.  The latter was derived from the 
responses of major powers to problems brought about as the US abandoned 
a policy of agreements, coordinating positions of the world’s major powers, 
based on the post-Cold War policy to construct a new international order by 

 44 A. D. Bogaturov, �Pliuralistiches��aia odnopoliarnost’ i interesy Rossii,��A. D. Bogaturov, �Pliuralistiches��aia odnopoliarnost’ i interesy Rossii,�� Svobodnaia mysl’ 2 
(1996), pp. 25-36.

 45 V. �. Kulagin, “�ir v XXI veke: mnogopoliusnyi balans sil ili global’nyi Pax �emokra-V. �. Kulagin, “�ir v XXI veke: mnogopoliusnyi balans sil ili global’nyi Pax �emokra-��ra-ra-
ti��a,����a,��a,�� Polis 1 (2000), pp. 23-37.

 46 Bogaturov, �Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��,�� pp. 75–76.Bogaturov, �Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��,�� pp. 75–76.�Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��,�� pp. 75–76.Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��,�� pp. 75–76.�� pp. 75–76. pp. 75–76. 75–76.
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consent.  These two streams alternately appear in terms of coexistence and 
conflict.47

Thus, Russian scholars are expecting that the �multi-polar unipolarity�� 
would characterize the next world order as a result of interaction between the 
US’s attempt to hold unilateral hegemony and response of challenging pow-
ers rising at regional levels.  They have geopolitical and geoeconomic strate-
gies competing continuously, and continue to compete for energy resources 
and regional spheres of influence or power not only with the US but also with 
each other.48 According to Russian scholars, it seems that the attempt at multi- According to Russian scholars, it seems that the attempt at multi-According to Russian scholars, it seems that the attempt at multi-
polarity will gain power gradually over the framewor�� of a unilateral hege-
monic system and bipolar rivalry of power politics.  With these multi-polar 
traits, some important issues in managing world order are building a collective 
consent system for �global responsibility�� to deal with nontraditional issues 
li��e the development of underdeveloped countries, migration, ethnic entangle-
ments, and religious conflicts.

Besides these two exemplary positions, many Russian scholars discuss 
the international order in relation to �American Imperialism.��49 Most of them Most of them 
are strongly influenced by traditionalist thought rooted in the geopolitical 
paradigm as well as Marxist traditions.  They tend to interpret the changes of 
the post-Cold War international order in accordance with geopolitical patterns 
formed historically among the major powers.  The structure of their arguments 
is not greatly different from those of classical geopolitics.

They share the common belief that the peculiarity of Russian civilization 
as a continental power is in discord with that of Western civilization and ocean 
power.  They support the separation of Russia from the West, emphasizing 
an independent national developmental path and a tradition of Russian civi-
lization that is fundamentally distinguished from the Western developmental 
path.  They stress the recognition of a bipolar international order, based on the 
bisectional bi-hemisphere world view, divided into �Atlanticism�� – the ide-
ology of sea power represented by the Anglo-Saxon nations, and �Eurasian-
ism�� – the ideology of continental power represented by Russian, German, and 
Chinese scholars.  They assert the isolation from the Western developmental 
path or offensive expansionism of Russian power, warning that unconditional 
acceptance of western orientations, ignoring the traditional and historical, geo-
political conditions of Russia on the map of global civilizations, would ruin 
Russian values and threaten Russia’s existence. 

Traditional nationalists, refusing to accept the Western developmen-
tal model and in opposition to pro-Western tendencies, maintain that Russia 

 47 Bogaturov, �Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��.��Bogaturov, �Sovremennyi mezhdunarodnyi poriado��.��
 48 I. G. Tiulin, �Novye tendentsii v rossiis��i��h issledovaniia��h mezhdunarodny��h otnoshenii,�� 

Tor��unov, Sovremennye mezhdunarodnye otnosheniia, pp. 48-65.
 49 �or example, see: A. Dugin,�or example, see: A. Dugin,see: A. Dugin,ee: A. Dugin,: A. Dugin, A. Dugin,A. Dugin, Osnovy geopolitiki (Moscow, 1997).oscow, 1997)., 1997)..
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should restore its �Derzhavnost’,�� – the tradition of Empire and �strong state�� 
since Tsarist Russia, and see�� a national developmental model based on the pe-
culiarity of Russia’s tradition.50 Therefore, the tradition of Soviet thin��ing and Therefore, the tradition of Soviet thin��ing andTherefore, the tradition of Soviet thin��ing and 
geopolitical tradition that Russia has sought since Tsarist Russia becomes an 
important factor in identifying their own thoughts on international politics.

They argue that not only the expansion of NATO but also the spread of 
the US’s influence towards the Eurasian continent are violating the inherent 
interests of continental powers li��e Russia.  They also maintain that Russia 
should be a powerful balancing power against the West-initiated formation 
of an international order or the US-led unipolar hegemonic system.  �or this, 
the strategies of strengthening national power around military build-up and 
spreading anti-Western ideology should continue.  �urthermore, according to 
them if it is not allowed, Russia should pursue the strategic goal of maintain-
ing its prestige and status as a strong power, even through the alliance with an 
anti-Western or anti-Oceanic power, Also, Russia should maintain its leading 
role as a continental power and its prestige as a global actor, by retaining geo-
political influence and by utilizing a countermeasure of territorial expansion.

Status of Russia in the Changing World
How does Russia recognize its status in the changing World?  Russian 

elite groups maintain the view that in the process of forming a multi-polar 
world it would be difficult for Russia to take a role as an organizer or a coor-
dinator in charge of major role in the new order, because of its limited internal 
resources and capability.  If economic conditions improve with the domestic 
stability continued under/after the Putin administration, according to them, 
Russia will ta��e on a role as an �opportunistic coordinator�� based on its re-
covered influence.  This prediction is mostly conditional, and the role of the 
opportunistic coordinator can be considered as the goal of Russia, executing 
a pragmatic foreign policy based on pragmatic realism as the Russian govern-
ment has shown.

Russia retains its ��ey position supporting the democratic attempts to de-
rive the universal principles of state behavior in the process of forming a new 

 50 In this regard, it is worthwhile to pay attention to the discussion on the �sovereign de-In this regard, it is worthwhile to pay attention to the discussion on the �sovereign de-
mocracy�� of Russia. In a �ebruary 2006 speech, Vladislav Sur��ov, Putin’s deputy chief of 
staff and main ideologist, laid out much of the vision of �sovereign democracy,�� and it 
was further elaborated in detail in the brochure �Osnovnye tendentsii i perspe��tivy raz-
vitiia sovremennoi Rossii.�� On the meaning of the �sovereign democracy,�� see: Masha 
Lipman, �Putin’s Sovereign Democracy,�� Washington Post (�uly 15, 2006); Ivan Krastev, 
��Sovereign Democracy’ – Russian Style,�� (November 15, 2006), http://www.opendemoc-
racy.net/globalization-institutions_government/sovereign_democracy_4104.jsp; Andrei 
O��ara, �Sovereign Democracy: A New Russian Idea or a PR Project?�� Russia in Global Af-
fairs 5–3 (2007). On the commencement of this idea, see: Vladislav Sur��ov, interview by: Vladislav Sur��ov, interview by Vladislav Sur��ov, interview by 
Elena Ovcharenko and Larisa Kaftan, Komsomol’skaia Pravda (September 28, 2004), www.
��p.ru/daily/23370/32473/print/.
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world order.  If the US pursues the establishment of a democratic world order, 
Russia would cooperate actively, but if the US continues its unilateral policy 
against the universal, consensual international order, Russia would have to 
chec�� the US in alliance with other major powers.51

Russia’s position can be observed from its duality of ��eeping a coopera-
tive attitude with the US in the field of the War on Terrorism, environmental 
issues, and space development, but maintaining an opposing attitude in the 
field of Iranian or North Korean nuclear issues, the �iddle East issues and 
the construction of the US military bases in Eurasia such as in Central Asia.  
Although some criticize Russian policy of this ��ind as �Opportunism�� or �Hy-
pocrisy,�� the Russian position could also be viewed as having internal and 
logical consistency.

If we summarize the features of the three main-stream paradigms on the 
international/world order in Russia, we can organize a scheme as shown in 
Table 2.

Table 2. Positions on InternationalInternationalnternational/World Order in RussiaOrder in Russiarder in Russia
Basis of 

Thin�inghin�ing Type of OrderOrderrder Main A�is of OrderA�is of Order�is of OrderOrder Type of 
Perspective on IPerspective on IP

Global
Order

Sociological 
institutionalismnstitutionalism

World government 
/ Confederation ofConfederation of 

states

UN / Regional 
Communities Convergentonvergent

Collective leadership G8
NATO Compromisinging

Unitary governance 
spaceace Global Governancelobal GovernanceGovernanceovernance Divergent

International 
Order

Political 
structuralism

Unipolarity US Convergent
Multi-polar-polarpolar 
Unipolarity 

US / Europe, Russia, 
China Compromisinging

Multi-polarity-polaritypolarity Regional Powers Divergent

Geopolitical
Orderrder 

Geopolitical 
traditionalism

Sea-based power 
Hegemony US + NATO Convergent

Balance betweenbetween 
Sea-based and 

Continental Power

US + NATO / Russia-
China-India (Iran) (Iran)(Iran) Compromisingompromisinging

Sub-regionally 
decentralized system Regional Powers Divergentivergent

 51 Regarding this issue, the �anti-US alliance’ argument, often discussed in Russia, was aboutRegarding this issue, the �anti-US alliance’ argument, often discussed in Russia, was about 
Russia-China-India, Russia-�rance-Germany, and Russia-Iran-Iraq. Recently, a cooperative 
structure among Russia, China, and India has increased the feasibility of this argument.
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FRom Russian PaRadigms to a theoRy oF inteRnational Politics

The various questions raised in Russian international studies discussed 
above could be useful as academic discussion topics in the future to under-
stand their implications for general international political theories.  These can 
be largely divided into questions on international political environments and 
questions on actors in international politics.  And these factors of international 
studies can be aggregated into the form of a theory of international politics.

To begin with, the questions raised by the issue of international political 
environments are as follows.

�irst is the question of how Russia recognizes post-Cold War international 
politics.  This question is about Russia’s �perception of the world,�� including 
questions on stability and instability in international politics on the one hand, 
and on the other hand suggesting a question on a unique or new peculiarity of 
post-Cold War international politics that Russia ac��nowledges.  Here the ques-
tion of what are the sources of instability or stability is important. (�uestion 1)

The second question is whether the �international/world order�� exists, as 
Russia ac��nowledges in post-Cold War international politics.  If so, the question 
of the foundation of order and its ordering principles must follow. (�uestion 2) 

Next, we can raise the following questions in relation to the issue of actors 
in international politics.  �irst, there is the question of who or what the �main 
subject or mechanism�� is on the international stage.  This question about �rec-
ognition of the major actor�� on the one hand can raise another question about 
the Russian perception of “strong power,” defined in regards to state-centered 
thin��ing.  On the other hand, for Russian scholars who argue for a decline of 
the nation-state as an actor, it would be a question of what other ��ind of entity 
would be an initiating axis to form an international order. (�uestion 3)

Second, there is a question about the �pattern of interaction�� among actors 
on the international stage.  This can be specified as a �uestion of how actors like 
Russia identify themselves in international politics, as well as a question of what 
rules of the game have been mutually accepted among actors. (�uestion 4) 

Understanding how the above-analyzed three paradigms form Russia’s 
perspectives on international politics will provide comprehensive answers to 
these questions from Russia’s point of view and create the basis of Russia’s in-
ternational political theory-building efforts.52 When we organize the responses When we organize the responses 

 52 Furthermore, these �uestions could be utilized again as significant tools for building aFurthermore, these �uestions could be utilized again as significant tools for building atools for building a for building a 
theory of international politics in general and, at the same time, as criteria to assess gen-of international politics in general and, at the same time, as criteria to assess gen-international politics in general and, at the same time, as criteria to assess gen- in general and, at the same time, as criteria to assess gen-in general and, at the same time, as criteria to assess gen-criteria to assess gen- to assess gen-
eral theories of international politics. Many tas��s still remain, however, for a full-scaleof international politics. Many tas��s still remain, however, for a full-scale international politics. Many tas��s still remain, however, for a full-scale 
theorization, although these analyses on basic perspectives on international politics coulds on international politics could on international politics could 
provide a foundation for theorizing in international politics. In particular, discussion of the 
interaction between behavior and structure is one of the important topics in international 
political theories, as can be seen in the structuralist arguments. And questions on regionals. And questions on regional. And questions on regional And questions on regional 
order and its relations to international politics is also an important question that challenges 
theory building in the twenty first century.twenty first century. century.
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of the three paradigms of Russian’s international political thin��ing into these 
�uestions, accepting the risk of over-simplification, the results can be organized 
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. A Summary of Russian Perspectives on International Politics
Globalism

[liberalist paradigm]
Internationalism
[realist paradigm]

Traditionalism
[geopolitical paradigm]

Environ-
ment

�1 Sources of 
(in)stability

Asymmetric threat
Violation of basic 
human rights
Terrorism, WMD

Hegemonic Ambition
Power transition
Terrorism, WMD
Non-traditional threats

West’s/Sea-based 
power’s imperialist 
intention.
Cultural imperialism.

�2 Order

Globalizing order
West-leading liberal 
democratic & market 
system

Multi-polar order
International 
competition and 
cooperation

Multi-/Bi-polar order
Competition between 
civilization

Actor

�3 Main 
subject

Civilized States vs. 
Non-democratic statesdemocratic statesemocratic states
IO (UN, NATO) / INGO

Leading Sates (P5, G8)
IO (UN, OSCE)

Civilizations
Sea-/Land-based 
power

�4
Identity Leading Western 

civilized states Eurasian Great Power Land-based Great Power
Specific Civilization

Game 
rules

Global standardlobal standard
Unity in diversitynity in diversity

Mutual understandingutual understanding
National interestational interest

Geopolitical thin��ingeopolitical thin��ing
�ero-sum competitionero-sum competition

Hence, international political studies in Russia can be said, after having 
repeated diverse differentiation since the collapse of the Soviet Union and 
quic��ly acquiring the academic fruits of western international studies, to have 
a relatively stable internal tendency in forming Russian perspectives on in-
ternational politics.  �urthermore, the three main paradigms that emerged in 
the process of forming Russian perspectives on international politics are build-
ing an internal consistency in recognition of both international political theory 
building and foreign policy theory building.

As we can understand from these results, various points and arguments 
have been raised in Russia regarding foreign policy and the international/world 
order.  How could the characteristics of the Russian perspectives on interna-
tional politics be organized through this examination and what are the com-
munication points between Russian perspectives on international politics and 
western IR theory?

Above all, after examining the arguments of Russia’s perspectives on in-
ternational politics, I would li��e to point out that Russia is a normal country.  
The truth is that Russia has been incorporated into the robust global ��nowl-
edge structure in which it can interpret from its own positions and has care-
fully acquired diverse types of thought, which have evolved in the course of 
international political fluctuations.  Furthermore, it should be emphasized that 
different powerful nations can also have such divergent features in perspec-
tives on international politics as Russia has.  In this respect, we can organize 
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the characteristics of the Russian perspective toward international politics as 
follows.

�irst, it seems that the Russian perspective on international politics ta��es 
an open-minded approach toward the argument on global cooperation, based 
upon the tradition of globalism formed around the world, and ��eeps consider-
ing Russia’s responsibility and role within the global unity newly being formed.  
In particular, Russia continues to ponder how to articulate its interests in a glo-
balizing world under the tradition of globally scaled thin��ing that comes from 
the Soviet era.  Some of the scholars, deeply affected by the liberalist or institu-
tionalist paradigm of international politics also ��eep displaying their interests 
in an international political order of �unity in diversity.��

Second, there is a very vigorous argument about the structure of power-
centered polarity among Russian scholars under the tradition of international-
ism.  This shows that many Russian scholars are inclined towards a traditional 
realist thin��ing that mainly focuses on changes to the international order with 
shifts of the power structure of international politics.  Hence, the dominance 
of realist thin��ing in Russia seems to be more intense than in the US or the 
Western world.

Contrary to this intensity, however, Russian realism seems to have a more 
conciliatory character.  The reason for this might be related to Russia’s status in 
international politics that Russia recognizes.  It appears that Russia is strongly 
conscious of its in-between (or intermediate) position among the leading he-
gemonic powers to form an international/world order represented by the US, 
the West and the opposition powers.  The current mainstream in Russian per-
spectives on international politics involves a strategy that see��s a Russian role 
between the two, maximizing Russian national interest.  This conciliatory or 
opportunistic character in the Russian realist perspective toward international 
politics is wor��ing both to build support and draw criticism for Russia.

Thirdly, we include the assessment of the role of Russian scholars who 
are under the tradition of traditionalism.  Many of the western critics recognize 
these discourses within Russia to be very dangerous.  The role of such dis-
courses, however, is very limited.  Rather, we can determine that they played a 
positive role, to some extent, in the process of mitigating the overly-intensified 
globalist thin��ing in Russia right after the end of the Cold War and shaping the 
new Russian identity.  Moreover, since their outward bellicosity was a reaction 
to the rapid downswing of Russia’s international influence, it would be more 
objective to consider its fundamental characteristic as defensive or protective 
rather than as offensive.  This explains why their goals have something in com-
mon with that of realists in that they seek to preserve Russian influence and 
restore its prestige.

In addition, I just want to add some points on the correlation between the 
theoretical attempts to understand Russia’s foreign policy and Russian under-
standing of international politics.  The attempts to understand theoretically 
Russia’s foreign policy reveal great interest in the relationship between foreign 
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policy and international politics.  Especially as a field of foreign policy studies 
of Russia, we could examine such debates on Russia’s identity as a way to un-
derstand Russia’s perception not only of international political changes but of 
domestic changes.  However, international political studies in Russia seem to 
have less interest in the actors than the issue of structure in international poli-
tics.  Therefore, the wor�� of theorizing Russia’s foreign policy that naturally 
focuses on actors can play a partial complementary role in the theorization of 
Russian international politics.  The arguments on Russian foreign policy of the 
Western-oriented liberals provide various materials for views of international 
political theorists under the tradition of globalism, those of tradition-orient-
ed nationalists about those under the tradition of traditionalism, and those of 
pragmatic statists about those under the tradition of internationalism.

In sum, we find that the process of Russia’s adaptation to the drastically 
changed international/world politics has developed Russia’s unique perspec-
tives, which are nonetheless inter-communicable with the foreign academic 
community as well, based upon their own tradition of worldview and self con-
sciousness.  Russia’s westernizer-atlanticist tradition, slavophile-nationalist 
tradition, and geopolitical-eurasianist tradition have developed into a liberalist 
paradigm, realist paradigm, and geopolitical paradigm respectively after the 
collapse of Soviet Union.  And these paradigms, even though they have more 
than a little difference in detail, have developed quite similar ways of thoughts 
on international/world politics to contemporary western IR theory.  �urther-
more the uniqueness of Russian IR thin��ing can contribute to the development 
of a general international political theory, providing the international academ-
ic community with its peculiar way of pondering various constructive subjects 
such as worldview and self-consciousness, identity politics and foreign policy, 
civilizations and region building, intermediate role and community building, 
geo-strategy and its deconstruction


